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About 6 months ago as I was leaving my therapist’s office, she stopped me at the 
door, put a gentle touch on my arm and said: congratulations.  What was she 
congratulating me on you want to know I bet?  Well,  after 7 or so years of on and off 
therapy with this therapist, I had shared during our session that I felt happy.  She 
was congratulating me on being happy.  I walked out of there, feeling pretty darn 
good and full of myself for making it to the top of this mountain.  
 
Well, that lasted about one day.  The truth is, I don’t know if I know how to sustain 
happiness.  The real question is: what does it mean to be happy?  It seems every 
waiting room I have ever been in has countless magazine articles about how to 
achieve happiness.  I bought “The Happiness Project” book…I didn’t open it. 
The idea of happiness is one I have chased my entire life.  How does one define, 
understand, and reach this state of being?  After decades of questioning and 
doubting and multiple therapy sessions with multiple therapists I have realized that 
really what I am after is calm, and contentment…these might suffice as well: 
Serenity, tranquility, relaxed state of being, stillness, peacefulness, fulfillment, 
satisfied even.   
 
But Am I like Angelica Schuyler and Alexander Hamilton, never satisfied? 
Have I been cursed with a loneliness or disappointment gene?   
Feeling lonely or disappointed often conflicts with ideas of happiness, although you 
can be calm or content while feeling lonely/alone or disappointed.   
My dear friend once shared with me the idea or possibility that 
“loneliness is in you” and it is not necessarily a bad thing.  I instantly felt connected 
with that: loneliness is a part of me, but does not have to define me.  (hello darkness 
my old friend? Hello loneliness my old friend) 
 
Another therapist/life coach once had me practice “sitting with my disappointment”.  
One evening when no one from my family would go see a movie with me I decided to 
go alone.  I sat in the back of the theater sobbing feeling sorry for myself, repeating 
over and over “I’m sitting with my disappointment” and then it was over, instead of 
fighting it and feeling like I couldn’t have the space to be disappointed, I embraced it 
(hello disappointment my old friend) 
  
As I strive to find calm and contentment I know that being intentional about certain 
daily rituals and activities is the key. 
Walking is my main mode of finding calm.  Two years ago I started walking for ten 
minutes every morning at the crack of dawn before I do anything else.  Same route, I 
can do it blindfold, except I wouldn’t because of the skunks!  It’s been a life changer. 



Anytime I can’t figure something out (why did that person say that? why is my 
basement a mess? What is happening to our universe? What is wrong with me (my 
self-sabotage mantra) I walk and walk and walk until I feel calm. 
 
Am I happy? Hmmmmm 
Satisfied? sometimes 
Calm? Content? : Working on it, getting closer to experiencing more moments of 
calm, enough so that calm/contentment is becoming a trusted confidant and friend 
(hello contentment my New friend)  
 


